[Analysis and Design of Interference Imaging System in Fourier Transform Imaging Spectrometer Based on Multi-Micro-Mirror].
To realize the static state and high throughput of Fourier transform imaging spectrometer (FTIS), a temporal spatial mixed modulated FTIS based on multi-micro-mirror was put forward in this paper, whose interference system was based on Michelson interferometer with a multi-micro-mirror to replace the plane mirror. The remarkable characteristics of this FTIS were no movable parts and slit existing in this system, and the interferogram and image of object could be gained at the same time. The fore-optics system imaged the object on the plane mirror and multi-micro-mirror of the interference system, due to the structure feature of multi-micro-mirror, the optical path difference (OPD) of two imaging beam could be modulated. Through the reimaging system, the image of object with different interference order could be obtained. By means of the analysis to the spectrum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of interference system, the relationship between spectrum SNR and image SNR was definite, and the characteristic parameters of multi-micro-mirror were determined. To ensure the constancy of OPD corresponding to each step plane, by means of the analysis to the imaging process of fore-optics system, the optical path structure of telecentric in image space was determined. According to the calculation of the relationship between field of view and OPD, the design indexes of fore-optics system were determined and the optical design was completed. To ensure no extra OPD was introduced by reimaging system, through the analysis of the imaging feature by reimaging system, the optical path structure of double telecentric was determined. According to the calculation of the relationship between incidence aperture angle and step number, the optical system that satisfied the system requirement was designed. By means of the theory analysis and optical design to each unit system, this research can provide a novel development strategy for static and high throughput FTIS.